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The following is a report for a social media portfolio

that have been utilized on Facebook for marketing

purposes. For this report, the product has been chosen

and utilized on Facebook for an online marketing

campaign. Emma”s Bakery is the company name which

provides and sells the food and beverages on the

Facebook pages. The main menu of Emma's Bakery is

dessert which is the speciality of the founder which is

Sinah Siran. The desert consists of modern and

traditional dessert which is mainly for the malaysian

people to become the targeted customer. Modern

desserts such as cakes, cupcakes, macaron are mostly

becoming the main dessert for the younger customer

and also for the main events like birthday parties.

Meanwhile, the traditional desserts are mostly chosen

by the average and older people as it seems to be one of

the uniqueness of Malaysia.
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INTRODUCTION

      Emma’s Bakery is a bakery shop and it is addressed at Johor

Bahru. The business uses the online platform to sell the

products. The founder of the business is Sinah Siran or known

as Emma. The business she made is a small business and

usually the product would be made when the order came from

the customers. Our mission is we are passionate about

producing our desserts that are unique, taste great and

satisfying people. Our vision is to become one of the best

bakeries in the world.




